Color defines your home... It has no bounds and it's made to be broken...
The more you know about color, the more confident you’ll be using it. Actually, you probably know more about color than you think. So let’s put some technical terms around what you see in the colors around you every day.
• Colors of the same family are referred to as **Hues** and are often shades of the same color. Using multiple colors from the same hue is a subtle and safe way of providing a warm but interesting contrast.

• Using warm and cool colors together, colors on the opposite side of the color wheel that **Complement** each other; can help to provide a more striking, bolder, or dramatic exterior design.

• **Space** affects how we perceive color, so keep in mind your surroundings, proportion and scale when making your color selections. Consider whether you want the exterior to feel bold or warm. Think about elements such as columns, corbels, shutters, fascia and roof color along with the number of windows on your home.

• A favorite technique of exterior designers is to use different materials and textures of same or contrasting colors in order to change their visual **Temperature**. Using different materials and textures of the same or similar color will help to add dimension to more monochromatic designs as well as add depth and make contrasting designs more appealing.

• **Intensity** (or chroma) refers to a color’s purity or brightness and conversely, it’s dullness. The purer or less gray a color, the more intensity it has. Bright yellow and cherry red are high-intensity colors; Autumn Leaf and Musket are low-intensity colors. Intense colors add energy to a home’s exterior, while lower-intensity colors can give an exterior a more uniform look.
from inspiration

Introducing color, in the form of different materials and textures, to your homes exterior defines its charm and character.

“The craving for colour is a natural necessity just as for water and fire. Colour is a raw material indispensable to life. At every era of his existence and his history, the human being has associated colour with his joys, his actions and his pleasures.”

Quality Edge has used the inspiration of color to bring to you a coordinated system of building products in trim & siding colors. Use this system of products and colors to give your home the charm and character it deserves!
whites
greys & greens
colors
QE offers lasting color with high quality pigments that deliver and enhance tones and provide more color depth.
More Paint
Q800 TuffTech finish uses a full .80 mils of paint, compared to many other paint systems which need a primer and only use half the amount of color paint.

Tuffer Finish
The Q800 TuffTech finish provides the color retention you desire and the protection you need. While many warranties don't cover chalk or fade and limit coverage to higher fade and chalk scales, the Q800 TuffTech finish provides warranty coverage at just 8 units chalking (on a scale of 10-1, 10 being the best) and 5 units fading (on a scale of 1-10, 1 being the best).

Surface strength you can depend on. ASTM tests demonstrate how the finish performs compared to standard paint systems from a stain and scratch perspective.

Superior Paint Adhesion
Q800 TuffTech finish is designed to provide the kind of tough finish you need to resist peeling, cracking, chipping or delaminating.
Come see us on facebook & twitter

Color can be inspired by nature and welcomes you when you come home...
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